Internal Domain-Specific Languages (DSL) provide an elegant mechanism to reduce the code complexity of complex systems simulations programming. Many complex systems problems manifest themselves as networks. Graph analysis techniques can be employed to count the number of: separate components; circuits; paths; or distances in the network. Several other properties such as: mean and peak degree; component or community size; adjacency eigen-spectra, and so forth can also be calculated. Calculation of these properties gives a signature that can help classify a network as belonging to a particular category with known behaviours. In practice however, importing applications data into graph analysis software and managing these calculations can be complex. Domainspecific language techniques allow a high-level graph calculations language to be developed that invokes software components in a graph manipulations framework. We describe a prototype graph generation and analysis domainspecific language built using fluent interface techniques and the Java programming language. We report on: attainable code complexity reduction, framework computational performance, and software engineering directions for internals DSLs for this sort of applications problem.
Introduction
Engineering elegant and understandable software for simulating complex systems is a challenging problem. Complex models based on graphs and network structures present an opportunity to abstract over some of the common data structures and traversal algorithms using a domain-specific programming language.
Graph and network problems arise in many different application domains, including: physical infra-structural systems such as electricity, water and power networks; social, financial and market systems; overlays such as webpage relationships on the Internet; and physical systems in materials science. Analysing such systems is not necessarily simple as they come in different formats. A useful approach is to be able to compare different individual network sets with families or common classes of graph pattern to try to match up characteristic signature properties. To this end a domain-specific language for graph calculations is a desirable tool to ease the management of graph and network calculation experiments [13] .
The designers of computer programming languages try to help the programmers express their ideas and algorithms concisely and clearly. However even with the most elegant programming language difficulties arise when programs become significantly bigger and more complex. To an extent the standard computer science approach of "divide and conquer" can be applied to abstractify the relevant ideas and components of a large program into software libraries that can be developed, tested and hidden away, to be invoked only when needed. This lowers the amount of program code the programmer needs to display on screen or in the mind at once and is one of the most important aspects of managing the development of large-scale complex software [7] .
Although many modern programming languages have introduced various feature to further this abstraction and the consequent lowering of code complexity applications developers are still easily overwhelmed by the sheer complexity and size of their programs [25] . General-purpose programming languages make good use of features such as: functions and subroutines; package modules; classes and objects; and more recently closures and iterators. Even so, these languages often have associated with them a set of operational baggage and idiomatic features that often obscure the essence of an application and can therefore make it unnecessarily complex to develop.
A relatively recent approach is to develop a domainspecific programming language (DSL) [5, 8, 10, 12] that offers a high-level set of mechanisms for the programmer to formulate ideas for a particular application domain of interest and body of knowledge. DSLs aim is to have the language focus concisely and specifically on just those aspects and concepts that are relevant to the particular problem domain. They are designed to hide away "boiler plate" code that is only an artifact of the underlying programming language and which does not contribute to the semantics of the application domain.
Many application domains including: simulations [14] ; business systems; database systems; materials physics problems or other complex systems [17] could be supported in this way [8, 40] . In this present paper we develop a DSL for graph network analyses and numerical computations.
DSLs can be implemented [43] as either full-blown languages in their own right and with all the normal compiler [1] and builder environment apparatus to aid the programmer [24] . Although modern compiler generation tools [35, 37, 38] can aid the task, to develop such an "external DSL" requires considerable developmental effort and to construct a seamless programming environment a great deal of additional other computational apparatus such as normal arithmetic, logic, text and string handling features must also be implemented [31] .
A lighter-weight approach is to use either preprocessor technology or other pre-existing features of a conventional programming language to support the addition of some macros or high-level language features. This means that the DSL features are effectively just mounted on top of the conventional language. This resulting language is known as an "internal DSL" and is often easier to develop but also can capitalise on existing libraries as well as the existing host language features and support apparatus. Internal DSLs are also sometimes known as embedded DSLs [20] .
The DSL approach [33] is particularly powerful when you one is able to abstract some major set of operations and data structures together into a library framework and have them invoked by the programmer through memorable and compact programming language features. When a family of problems [2] can be identified and a few special cases are solved, then its often feasible and efficient to develop a DSL framework [23] that solves the whole class of problems rather than requiring each one to be solved separately and by hand. This obviously makes the DSL approach highly productive for tackling a range of related problems that share commonalities and patterns [36] .
A fluent interface is one where syntactic features of the hosting language are used to good effect to construct an internal DSL that captures the jargon, the commands and other notions of the requisite application domain. We make use of modern Java [11] and language features such as for-each iteration [22] to implement a fluent interface for our graph and network computational framework. We are able to support graph algorithms [28] to compute component labelling [18] ; path and loop identification and classification [16, 26] ; and generation [27, 29] of a range of different synthetic graph data sets.
Building graph support software libraries is not new and there are several high quality systems available for C++ programmers [32, 39] that optimise for speed and for use of large graphs with distributed systems [19] . Systems using Java are still less common [34] and although systems such as Green-Marl [19] use an external DSL technique, to dat e no system ha s been reported using internal an DSL. This preset article concentrates on an internal DSL approach to a graph framework using a Java-based DSL. In particular we use Java iterators and associated language features to support a high level fluent interface to enable rapid expression of graph algorithms that traverse both nodes and arcs. The internal DSL approach avoids having to reimplement many normal language features that are required when developiung a full external DSL. We explore some examples of arithmetic and associated types required in the graph analysis examples given in Section 3.
Our article is organised as follows: In Section 2 we discuss the graph support framework and how we used various Java language capabilities [3, 42] . We discuss the fluent interface and the use of Java method -chaining in Section 3 and present some selected results using the system in Section 4. We give a comparison of necessary lines of code and discuss how the fluent interface system reduced these and the consequent code complexity in Section 5 and offer conclusions are areas for further work in Section 6.
Graph Computational Framework
'We show various Java code listing fragments to illustrate how we implemented the graph calculation framework (known as "Grapheon") and also how the fluent interface was supported through the use of iterators and other high level modern Java language features. The code listed in Figure 1 shows the main data structure used for the graph computational framework. The individual fields in this and the other listings are commented as structural -when they hold the main graph structural definition or auxiliary when they are derived quantities that make it easier (faster or more elegantly coded) to implement the various computations. Two linked lists for the graph nodes and arcs are the primary data structures used. Other derived arrays are allocated memory only when needed and are used to augment some of the implementation methods.
The code listed in Figure 2 shows the data structures used for each node in the graph. For development of experimental algorithms it is often easiest to have a choice of data representations but particularly using Java syntax it is neatest to have the node decoration properties -counts, visitation status and so forth -be part of the node data structure / / D e c o r a t i v e : i n t i n d e x = 0 ; i n t mark = 0 ; d o u b l e w e i g h t = 1 . 0 ; S t r i n g l a b e l = " " ; / / C o m p u t a t i o n A u x i l i a r i e s : i n t component = 0 ; i n t b e t w e e n n e s s = 0 ; i n t c o u n t = 0 ; b o o l e a n v i s i t e d = f a l s e ; b o o l e a n b l o c k e d = f a l s e ; } Figure 2 . Data Structure for a Graph Node.
itself.
For iterating over nodes it is also convenient to support lists of each input and output Arc that connects the node in question, but also to have explicit lists of the neighbouring nodes. This means that for-each iterations can be expressed directly when this will neaten up expression of a computation algorithm such as for components, circuits and so forth as described in section 3. Internally each node has a definite integer index that will typically indicate the order it is generated or was inserted into the graph. We can therefore also track or loop over nodes in strict forward or reverse order. Similarly, we use a data structure for each Arc in the graph, as listed in Figure 3 , that carries immediately accessible information about the nodes it connects as well as Arc properties such as weight and so forth. We therefore use some redundant ways of storing the graph information and use whichever is most suited to particular algorithms.
Being able to iterate over Nodes or Arcs or neighp u b l i c c l a s s DFS implements I t e r a b l e <Node >, I t e r a t o r <Node>{ . . . i n t i t e r = −1; i n t o r d e r [ ] ; p u b l i c Node n e x t ( ) throws N o S u c h E l e m e n t E x c e p t i o n { i f ( h a s N e x t ( ) ) r e t u r n g r a p h . n o d e s . g e t ( o r d e r [ i t e r + + ] ) ; e l s e throw new N o S u c h E l e m e n t E x c e p t i o n ( ) ; } p u b l i c b o o l e a n h a s N e x t ( ) { r e t u r n i t e r >=0 && i t e r <N; } p u b l i c DFS ( Graph g r a p h , Node s t a r t ) {
. Figure 4 . Depth-first-search iterator using the Java Iterator interface requirements, in the DSL Graph FrameworkNote the need for an explicit reverse iterator for DFS. Use as described in Figure 5 .
. . i f ( ! s t a r t . v i s i t e d ) s e a r c h ( s t a r t ) ; f o r ( Node v : g r a p h . n o d e s ) i f ( ! v . v i s i t e d ) s e a r c h ( v ) ; i t e r = 0 ; } p r o t e c t e d v o i d s e a r c h ( Node s t a r t ) {
L i n k e d L i s t <Node> q = new L i n k e d L i s t < >(); q .
a d d L a s t ( s t a r t ) ; w h i l e ( ! q . i s E m p t y ( ) ) {
bours of a node is particularly useful to enable compact implementations of various algorithms. The code listed in Figure 3 shows how a Java Iterator can be implemented so that we can immediately apply a for-each iteration over a Depth-First Search (DFS) [6] starting at a particular node of the graph. A Breadth-First Search (BFS) is similarly implemented and these supplement iterations over all nodes; over all arcs or over all neighbours of a node, which are available as a direct consequence of our data structure lists.
Node foundNode = n u l l ; f o r ( Node n : new DFS ( g r a p h , node0 ) ) i f ( p r e d i c a t e F u n c t i o n ( n ) ) { f o u n d = n ; break ; } Figure 5 . Use of the iterators for a search of the graph nodes or of its arcs. Figure 5 shopws how a search is enabled by the iterators and the internal graph structures of the framework. The DFS or BFS Java iterator object is constructed on-thefly in the for-each statement. Of necessity the constructor of the iterator must perform some setup to prepare the search/traversal order. In principle, these iterator objects could be reused, by providing a reset method, so the internal traversal information is preservced and is reset ready for a re-traversal. We find that the most common use however is in this instantiate-and-discard pattern to support foreach traversals. Since the iterator object cannot be used for anything until it has calculated the correct traversal order, we have burdened the constructor with these calculations. This means that each iteration will take the same amount of computational time and that the first is not biased with the setup costs.
These data structures and traversal features can all be used to enable our Java-based fluent user interface which is described in Section 3 below.
Fluent Interface in Java
The code listed in Figure 6 shows an example of our fluent interface with a short complete program to read in a set of input graph files; report on the initial status of the composite graph; then carry out various computations on the graph before reporting and saving to a file. The Java method chaining technique is used so that each method in the fluent interface return "this" -a reference to the current graph object, upon which further computation methods can be invoked.
While the fluent approach above is intended as the primary way to access the graph framework, there are other possibilities enabled by having access to all the normal programming apparatus of a full capability programming language like Java. Figure 7 shows code formulating a numerical experiment to investigate network robustness. This is a more compact way of carrying out the node culling experiments
Graph g = Graph . New ( a r g s ) . s e t L o g g i n g ( t r u e ) . r e p o r t ( ) . r e m o v e L e a v e s ( ) . c o m p u t e D e g r e e s ( ) . c o m p u t e C l u s t e r i n g C o e f f i c i e n t ( ) . c o m p u t e A d j a c e n c y ( ) . computeComponents ( ) . c o m p u t e P a t h s ( ) . c o m p u t e B e t w e e n n e s s ( ) . c o m p u t e D i s t a n c e s ( ) . c o m p u t e C i r c u i t s ( ) . r e p o r t ( ) . w r i t e ( " c o m p o s i t e . g r a p h " ) ;
} Figure 6 . Fluent interface to Java implementation of Graph computational framework. This would be run from a command line with "java Grapheon *.graph".
f o r ( i n t n C u l l e d = 0 ; n C u l l e d <20; n C u l l e d ++){ g . c o m p u t e P a t h s ( ) ; g . c o m p u t e B e t w e e n n e s s ( ) ; g . removeNode ( g . nodeWithMaxBetweenness ) ; O u t p u t . p r i n t f ( " n C u l l e d \ t %d\n " , n C u l l e d ) ; g . r e p o r t ( ) ; } Figure 7 . Formulation of a numerical experiment to investigate network robustness.
reported by Hawick [15] . The most important node (with the highest betweenness centrality) is culled at each stage in a sequence and the network fragmentation and deterioration can be quantifiably measured.
Networks need not necessarily be loaded from actual data sets in files. In some cases it is useful to be able to generate a set of synthetic graphs according to some pattern. The code listed in Figure 8 shows how our random graph generator is invoked as a factory method to produce an Erdos-Renyi random graph [9] of N nodes, each connected together with probability P . The code shows how we can traverse the generated graph in breadth-first or depth first order using the Iterators described above in Section 2. We also show how we have implemented auxiliary routines to render the graph in various ways as a portable network graphics (png) file for example. Figure 9 shows how a computational experiment can be simply formulated using the DSL to count the number of connected components. In this case we use iteration over a collection of probability parameter values, as well as looping over a fixed number of samples. The Moments class is constructed with a simple interface to allow the sepa-Graph g = Graph . g e n e r a t e N P ( 1 0 0 , 0 . 0 1 ) ; f o r ( Node n : new BFS ( g , 0 ) ) O u t p u t . p r i n t f ( "%d " , n . g e t I n d e x ( ) ) ; O u t p u t . p r i n t f ( " \n " ) ; f o r ( Node n : new DFS ( g , 1 3 ) ) O u t p u t . p r i n t f ( "%d " , n . g e t I n d e x ( ) ) ; O u t p u t . p r i n t f ( " \n " ) ; g . l a y o u t A s C l o c k ( ) ; g . r e n d e r ( " np . png " ) ; g . w r i t e ( " np . g r a p h " ) ; Figure 8 . Verifying search-order collections iterators. Moments cM = Moments . New ( " nComponents " ) ; f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i <n S a m p l e s ; i ++){ Graph np = Graph . New ( ) . g e n e r a t e N P ( N, p ) . computeComponents ( ) ; cM . add ( np . nComponents ) ; } cM . compute ( ) ; O u t p u t . p r i n t f ( "%f \ t %f \ t %f \n " , p , cM . a v e r a g e , cM . s t d D e v ) ; } Figure 9 . Experiment to measure number of network components in N,P graph as P varies..
Graph g = Graph . New ( )
. g e n e r a t e N P ( 5 0 , 0 . 0 6 ) ;
C i r c u i t s c = C i r c u i t s . New ( g ) . s e t L o g g i n g ( f a l s e ) . compute ( ) ;
O u t p u t . p r i n t f ( " n C i r c u i t s \ t %d\n " , c . n C i r c u i t s ) ; rate collection of data and subsequent computation of average, standard deviation and any other desired statistical moments from the distribution of measured values.
In Figure 10 we show one of our more sophisticated computation methods in action. Counting the number of circuits or loops is not trivial [21] and reported work on this notes the complexity of the software and the necessary user interface to do so. We have reduced the code down to a single method call in our fluent interface to the framework.
Selected Results
In this present article we focus on the framework and domain-specific language interface and not on the graphical interactive rendering that our system also supports. However, in Figure 11 we show one rendering of an N, P random graph with the nodes coloured according to their degree. Nodes are displayed equally spaced around a circle with Arcs shown as connecting lines. Various other colouring schemes according to other node properties are also possible and individual components could be separately grouped or coloured.
This generated graph is representative of the N, P graphs o f various sizes and connection probability values that we sampled to generate the plots in Figure 12 . The number of connected components is shown measured over 10 samples at each size and probability and as can be seen there is a critical (sharp decline) in the number of components above which connection probability the graph tends to a single giant fully connected component in which all nodes are mutually reachable. Note that the steepness of the curves becomes sharper as the number of nodes in the graph is increased. We have plotted the curves on a log-log scale to show this effect and also the shift in critical P value -which is linked to the N/P ratio.
We can also exercise our circuits counting software and Figure 13 shows the histogram of the size distribution of elementary circuits (closed paths) in an N, P graph of Figure 12 . Numerical Results obtained from an experiment such as shown in Figure 9 to count components. size N = 50. The number of circuits grows quite rapidly with N and so we only show a small sized system as an illustrative example. Note the characteristic circuit length given by the peak in the length distribution. Different sorts of generated graphs will have different distributions and characteristic signatures. One approach to understanding a particular network data set is therefore to measure these properties and try to match up the associated categorization signature with those known from generated graphs of the various parameter families.
Discussion
We have chosen to experiment with our own Java graph framework but the important ideas presented is the user interface provided by the DSL and fluent method chaining approach. In principle we can use any of the publicly available graph libraries to underpin such a fluent interface [19] . It then becomes a separable software engineering problem to implement the framework and the user interface. User calculation programs then are much more To make a reasonable assessment of the efficacy of both the fluent interfacing approach to graph calculations, we compare the lines of source code necessary to express various graph calculation problems with a D implementation and also with a C++ implementation. The D code was written circa 2009 and was able to make use of some early iterator ideas that were supported in that language [4] . The C++ implementation is from 2011 and was also able to make use of recent language features [41] . Table 1 indicates that our Java DSL 2012 shows approximately a factor of two reduction in lines-of-code (LOC). More importantly however, the method-chaining approach gives a human-readable fluent interface that is reasonably close conceptually to the domain-specific jargon of graph calculations. It was also easier to separate out auxiliary calculations such as the statistical moments, that are not directly relevant to the graph algorithms, but which are very important to the compact and rapid expression of a numerical experiment.
The particular advantage of using an internal DSL approach is that apparatus for managing loops for example and any other arithmetic or logic operations are available from the host language -in this case Java. This saves considerable time and effort in reimplementing and such operations in the embedded internal DSL. A number of useful mechanisms in modern Java can be exploited to make it easier and elegant to implement the embedded DSL and we have made particular use of Java's Iterator facility to make for-each loops work over graph specific collections such as lists of Nodes.
Our interface can be used to invoke whatever framework underpins it and so computational performance is not a direct issue for the work in this article. Even with our own Java implementation of the experimental framework we were able to work with useful generated graph sizes of up to N ≈ 100, 000 in compute times of minutes on a modern desktop. This is not feasible for the more compu-tationally demanding algorithms like circuit enumeration however.
We implemented our system so that although there was redundant duplication of structural graph information, the extra structures like adjacency arrays were only allocated memory when needed. Many of the algorithms can be elegantly implemented using just sparse lists. We observe that for this class of problem adding extra linear storage demands to nodes does not appreciably limit the problem size that is tackled. Making the Node class quite rich with additional lists to ease elegance of some of the algorithms was therefore a good design decision. Different frameworks will usefully adopt different strategies depending upon the problem domain and graph characteristics for which they are optimised.
There is scope for several other facilities and capabilities. We are presently working on compact ways to express graph mutation -method invocations to allow graphs to be filter and altered dynamically according to logical expressions concerning node, arc and other properties. We have focused on directed graphs and of course an undirected edge can be just represented as a pair of directed arcs. For some graph problems it is more natural to express the problem in terms of (undirected) edges and we also plan to implement some auxiliary routines to support that.
It may also be worthwhile to experiment with an external DSL that can drive a parser generator to generate code in other high-level language aside from Java. This is a potentially powerful approach for incorporating automatic parallelism into the implementations [30] .
The use of Java iterators has provided a mechanism to implement quite high level expressions to traverse both nodes and arcs of a graph using the for-each statement. It ought to be possible in principle to implement such a DSL interface on top of other Java graph libraries such as [34] . At the time of writing there are few large scale Java graoph libraries reported in the literature. There are several high quality C++ libraries such as Boost [39] and LEDA [32] . It would be possible in principle to use a Java "native method" approach and layer a Java interface on top of such libraries. We have chosen to concentrate on the iterator and fluent interface ideas within an internal DSL in this present paper.
Data-parallel or multi-threading parallelism ideas might be implemented to support a parallel code generator. This has the potential capability to generate almost all the boilerplate parallel code to support these calculations and hiding such infrastructure away from the ordinary complex networks domain user is attractive. An external DSL approach may be needed to take full advantage of this approach.
Conclusion
We have developed a fluent interface and Java-based internal DSL to a framework for graph network computations. We have developed a framework in Java that supports various forms of for-each iteration over nodes, arcs, neighbours, BFS and DFS traversals. Using this interface and framework we have developed implementations for computing connected components; circuits; pathways; distances and other static graph metrics. A range of complex network generation routines and file reading codecs have also been built using this interface.
We found that using multiple graph structural representations and adding redundant auxiliary extra storage for nodes, such that the storage complexity was still linear in N did not appreciably limit the size of graph networks we could analyse. The extra used memory allowed more elegant and compact algorithmic formulations and was a worthwhile tradeoff for our system.
Our internal domain-specific language helps formulate numerical experiments to compute average and variational properties of random and scale free graphs based on statistical sampling over many randomly generated network realisations. The DSL also supports rapid formulation of experiments on particular real network data loaded from a file or originating from another application. Our fluent-interface could be implemented to use other graph libraries other than the experimental one we have constructed to test the interface ideas.
We have compared the lines-of-code needed to implement various experiments in our DSL+framework with other programmes built using other languages such as C++, D or Java without the framework. Our fluent system lowers the code complexity considerably by this metric.
There is scope for several further graph algorithms and computations to be implemented using the DSL and framework. This approach shows great promise as a software engineering technique for reducing code complexity and thus enhancing implementation feasibility and code verifiability. This is particularly useful for enabling sophisticated computational experiments in the field of complex networks investigation.
